The human amygdala preferentially responds to objects of potential value, such as hedonically valenced and novel stimuli. Many studies have documented age-related differences in amygdala responses to valenced stimuli, but relatively little is known about age-related changes in the amygdala's response to novelty. This study examines whether there are differences in amygdala novelty responses in two different age groups. Healthy young and elderly adults viewed both young and elderly faces that were seen many times (familiar faces) or only once (novel faces) in the context of an fMRI study. We observed that amygdala responses to novel (versus familiar) faces were preserved with aging, suggesting that novelty processing in the amygdala remains stable across the lifespan. In addition, participants demonstrated larger amygdala responses to target faces of the same age group than to age out-group target faces (i.e., an age in-group effect). Differences in anatomic localization and behavioral results suggest that novelty and age in-group effects were differentially processed in the amygdala.
Introduction
Many neuroimaging studies in young healthy adults have demonstrated responses of the amygdala to valenced stimuli, particularly during emotion perception (for a meta-analytic summary, see Wager et al. (in press) ). A number of studies now confirm that as people age, they develop a preference for positive (relative to negative) information (Carstensen and Mikels, 2005; Carstensen et al., 1999) , and this shift is associated with changes in the neural activity of the amygdala and closely related structures. Recent neuroimaging studies in the elderly show that the amygdala responds weakly to negative stimuli (Iidaka et al., 2002; Gunning-Dixon et al., 2003; Mather et al., 2004; Fischer et al., 2005; Tessitore et al., 2005; Williams et al., 2006) , and in certain cases shows stronger responses to positive stimuli (Mather et al., 2004; Williams et al., 2006 ). Yet, the amygdala is engaged by more than just hedonically potent stimuli. The amygdala routinely responds to novel stimuli (e.g., Dubois et al.,1999; Schwartz et al., 2003; Wilson and Rolls,1990; Wright et al., 2003 Wright et al., , 2006a Wright et al., ,b, 2007a and quickly habituates to stimuli as they become familiar (Breiter et al., 1996; Wedig et al., 2005; Wright et al., 2003 , Wright et al., 2001 Fischer et al., 2000) . In fact, recent evidence suggests that caricatures of fear faces reliability engage the human amygdala because they are unfamiliar and rarely seen in real life (Somerville and Whalen, 2006) . The amygdala preferentially responds to stimuli of uncertain value (Herry et al., 2007) , and the act of reducing the ambiguity in the meaning in a stimulus (e.g., providing a face with an emotional and opposed to a gender label) decreases amygdala response (Lieberman et al., 2007) . Furthermore, amygdala lesions disrupt normal responses to novelty in primates (e.g. Prather et al., 2001) . One function of the amygdala may be to direct attention and physiological responses (Holland and Gallagher, 1999) allowing mammals to learn more about a stimulus when its current predictive value is unknown (cf. Barrett et al., 2007) . Currently, little is known about whether amygdala responses to novel stimuli change with age.
The only existing studies to examine age-related changes in amygdala responses to novelty found that novel emotional stimuli (e.g., faces depicting fear that were never before seen) engaged the amygdala similarly in both young and elderly adults (when compared to familiar neutral expressions) (Wright et al., 2006a (Wright et al., ,b, 2007a . Given that emotion and novelty were combined in the target stimuli of that study, it is not clear whether the amygdala activation observed in those elderly participants was due to novelty or a novelty-emotion interaction. If the amygdala responds similarly to novelty in both young and elderly adults, it would indicate that novel stimuli remain salient across the lifespan, and therefore that novelty processing -a potentially survival-relevant function -is preserved with aging.
Preserved age-related amygdala responses to novelty might suggest that, although the amygdala is involved in affective processing, it also performs the more basic function of maintaining vigilance (Whalen, 2007) by directing an organism to learn more about a stimulus so as to better determine its predictive value for well-being or survival (Barrett et al., 2007; Rolls, 2005; Whalen, 1998; Amaral, 2003) . Alternatively, it might be that novelty is itself a basic dimension of affective processing. Appraisal models of emotion, for example, propose that novel stimuli attract attention and set the stage for further affective processing and other meaning analysis in which emotion is grounded (Frijda et al., 1989; Roseman et al., 1996; Scherer, 1984; Smith and Ellsworth, 1985) .
The main goal of the current study was to examine amygdala novelty responses to neutral stimuli in young and elderly adults. During an fMRI paradigm, all participants viewed both young and elderly target faces portraying a neutral expression during a passive viewing task.
A second goal of this study was to examine amygdala responses to in-group and out-group faces as defined by age. People often show enhanced amygdala responses to out-group (versus in-group) faces when group status is defined by skin color (i.e., race) (Hart et al., 2000; Phelps et al., 2000) , and this response may be partly governed by novelty and familiarity. Age and race based in-group faces are more easily recognized (Ellis and Deregowski, 1981; Wright and Stroud, 2002; Walker and Tanaka, 2003; Anastasi and Rhodes, 2005; Perfect and Moon, 2005) and amygdala responses habituate more rapidly to race in-group versus out-group faces (Hart et al., 2000) . A more recent study has shown that both African-American and European-American participants have larger amygdala responses to African-American (versus European-American) target faces (Lieberman et al., 2005) , suggesting that the degree of contrast in the face (perhaps around the eye, involving the sclera; Whalen et al., 2004) or some other feature than novelty per se, may be driving differential amygdala response to African-American faces. In any case, no studies to date have examined amygdala responses to stimulus group membership as defined by age. Therefore, in the context of studying novelty responses in young and elderly participants, we also investigated amygdala responses to the effects of target face-age.
Materials and methods

Subjects
Sixteen healthy young adults (Table 1; 8 females, 8 males; age M =22.9, SD =2.5, Range=19-30 years) and 16 healthy elderly adults (8 females, 8 males; age M = 72.4, SD = 6.9, Range = 60-84 years) were included in the study. Twenty young adults were initially studied but four were excluded due to excessive motion (total motion vector N 3 mm) or scanner/image-related difficulties. Nineteen elderly adults were initially studied, but three were excluded because of scanner/ image-related difficulties or failing to meeting inclusion criteria (i.e., left-handed). This study was approved and conducted in accordance with guidelines established by the Partners Human Research Committee. Written informed consent was obtained from each subject.
All participants underwent the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (First et al., 1995) to confirm the absence of DSM-IV Axis I diagnoses (American Psychiatric Association, 1994). All were right-handed as determined by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971 ) and free of psychoactive medications. In addition, participants completed the American National Reading Test (Nelson, 1982) , Mini-Mental State Exam (Folstein et al., 1975) , Boston Naming Test (Kaplan et al., 1983) , Consortium to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer's Disease (CERAD) Word List Test of Memory (Morris et al., 1989) , the 6 front-view faces of the Benton Face Recognition Test (Benton et al., 1983) , and the NEO Five Factor personality inventory (NEO-FFI) (McCrae and Costa, 1997) .
Procedure
The overall paradigm was similar to that reported in previous studies Wright et al., 2003 Wright et al., , 2006a Wright et al., , 2007b . All participants passively viewed neutral faces from the University of Illinois Urbana Champaign (IUIC) face database in three 4 min 30 s runs [one familiarization run, and two test runs ( Fig. 1) ]. In the familiarization run, participants viewed young (n = 4; 2 female) and elderly (n = 4; 2 female) faces in 8 alternating 20 s face blocks (with repeated presentations of neutral faces), interspersed with 10 s fixation blocks. Each face was presented for 500 ms with a 500 ms interstimulus interval during which a fixation cross was shown. In the two test runs, participants viewed alternating blocks of young or elderly familiar faces (those seen in the familiarization blocks) and novel during scanning (not yet seen before) faces of both age groups. Novel faces were presented once throughout the imaging experiment. The timing of the test and familiarization runs was similar. All runs were bracketed by two 20 s fixation blocks. All face stimuli were presented in a pseudorandom order, such that no familiar face was presented twice before all others were presented, and no more than two male or two female faces were presented in a row. The order of presentation was counterbalanced across participants. The face stimuli (in PICT format) were displayed using standardized software (MacStim 3.2.) and a Sharp XGNV6 color LCD projector (Osaka, Japan). Subjects were instructed to look at the faces at the eye-level, and remain awake and alert. An instruction reminder was given prior to each successive run.
Immediately after the scanning session, participants performed a recognition task where they judged whether or not they saw a series of faces in the scanner. For recognition task, three types of faces were used: all 8 which had been seen many times ("familiar faces"), 16 faces that had been viewed once during scanning ("novel during scanning faces"), and, 16 faces not seen during scanning ("single presentation faces"). An equal number of male and female faces were presented across face type. In addition, participants were asked to rate each face stimulus according to valence (negative-positive; − 3 to + 3) and arousal value (low-high; 0-6).
Image acquisition
An Avanto 1.5 T whole body high-speed imaging device equipped for echo planar imaging (EPI) (Siemens Medical Systems, Iselin NJ) was used with a 12-channel gradient head coil. Head movement was restricted using expandable foam cushions. After an automated scout image was acquired and shimming procedures were performed to optimize field homogeneity, high-resolution 3D MPRAGE sequences (TR/ TE/flip angle = 2730 ms/3.31 ms/7°) with an in-plane resolution of 1.3 × 1.0 mm, and 1.3 mm slice thickness were collected for spatial normalization and for positioning the slice prescription of the subsequent sequences. Then a T1-EPI (TR/TE/ flip angle = 8.0 s/39 ms/90°) and a T2-weighted (TR/TE/flip angle = 5.64 s/95 ms/150°) sequences were collected to assist in registration of the functional data to the high-resolution anatomical scan. Functional MRI images (blood oxygenation level dependent or BOLD) (Kwong et al., 1992) were acquired using a gradient-echo T2⁎-weighted sequence (TR/TE/flip angle = 2.0 s/40 ms/90°). Prior to each scan, four time points were acquired and discarded to allow longitudinal magnetization to reach equilibrium. The T1, T2, and gradient-echo functional images were collected in the same plane (26 coronal slices angled perpendicular to the ac-pc line) with the same slice thickness (5 mm; voxel size 3.125 × 3.125 × 5 mm), excitation order (interleaved) and phase encoding (foot-tohead). These parameters were used as an earlier work suggested that they helped minimize susceptibility in medial temporal lobe regions (Wright et al., 2001 ).
Image pre-preprocessing
Functional and structural MRI data were analyzed using the FreeSurfer analysis stream developed at the Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/). fMRI data were motion-corrected and inspected for grossmotion. The average motion vector within each of the three runs was less than 1.3 mm and was not significantly different (t(30) = 1.78, p = 0.09) between the groups (young: M = 0.43, SD= 0.35; elderly: M = 0.63, SD= 0.28). Data in each functional run was intensity normalized and spatially smoothed (fullwidth half-maximum = 7 mm) using a 3D Gaussian filter. Preprocessing steps included polynomial drift correction entailing 2 nuisance regressors spanning the space of a 2nd order polynomial to account for low-frequency drift and whitening based on a single autocorrelation function estimated across all brain voxels to remove temporally autocorrelation noise (Burock and Dale, 2000) .
After preprocessing, functional images for each participant were averaged according to condition (i.e., fixation, familiar young, familiar elderly, novel young and novel elderly) and registered to an average 3D structural image created from the two high-resolution 3D MPRAGE images. Functional data were modeled using a gamma function and visualized over the averaged 3D image for each individual to ensure that the fMRI signal in the amygdala was not obscured by susceptibility artifact. No participants were excluded on this basis.
fMRI data analyses overview
Anatomically-based functional analyses
For our main analyses, we performed region of interest (ROI) analyses of the functional data using an anatomic-based approach. Compared with whole-brain techniques, this method has the benefits of focusing on an a priori ROI with less concern about multiple comparisons. In addition, this method allows a single analysis of both novelty and in-versus out-group effects without the bias of performing an initial contrast of interest to select the anatomic region for analyses. Furthermore, as we compare young and elderly participants, the anatomic-based approach in native space helps protect against group-specific age effects during spatial normalization (Vandenbroucke et al., 2004) .
Automated subcortical segmentation methods were applied to the native 3D MPRAGE structural images of each individual subject to create anatomically-defined amygdala ROIs (Fischl et al., 2002) . These amygdala ROIs were manually verified and minor edits were performed according to our previously published protocols (Wedig et al., 2005; 2006a,b) . Good reliability and comparability to manual labeling has been demonstrated for these methods with intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC), which are consistently N.8 (Rademacher et al., 1993; Caviness et al., 1996; Seidman et al., 1997; Goldstein et al., 1999; Seidman et al., 1999) . For the current study, we independently compared the volumes of 12 manual amygdala tracings and 12 automated amygdala ROIs and observed a high level of reliability (ICC = .88). Volume of the amygdala ROIs was also measured and utilized to assess the influence of age-related atrophy on the fMRI results in our control analyses. Amygdala volumes were corrected for estimated intracranial volumes (eTIV). The eTIV measurements and their reliability are detailed in other recent studies (Buckner et al., 2004; Wright et al., 2006b Wright et al., , 2007a .
The anatomically-defined amygdala ROIs were registered to the fMRI data from each scanning session and BOLD signal was extracted from each participant's fMRI data for analysis. Our main index was mean percent (%) signal change compared to baseline in all voxels of the ROI that were positively associated with the task at any level (e.g. all versus fixation).
The fusiform gyrus was utilized as a secondary site of interest because this area is both responsive to faces and novelty, and it is closely connected to the amygdala. An anatomicallydefined fusiform ROI was made using an automated surfacebased technique for parcellating the cerebral cortex and verified manually for accuracy (Fischl et al., 2004; Wright et al., 2007b) . This label was used to calculate fusiform volumes and to extract fMRI signal intensity data in an identical manner as described above for the amygdala ROI.
Using the amygdala and fusiform gyrus anatomic ROIs as described above, percent signal change for each type of stimulus face (familiar young, novel young, familiar elderly, novel elderly) versus baseline (fixation) was calculated and entered into a repeated measure ANOVA with participant age (young and elderly) as the between-subject factor and both novelty (familiar, novel) and age of target face (young, elderly) as within-subject factors. Separate ANOVAs were performed for the amygdala and fusiform gyrus of each hemisphere. Additional repeated measure ANOVAs were utilized to directly assess effects of hemisphere and gender on the group findings of interest (i.e. novelty and target face-age). The significance threshold was p b 0.05. Appropriate post-hoc tests were used to determine the sources of significant findings. Multiple regression models were utilized to control for the influence of variables with significant between-group differences on novelty and target face-age or group membership effects. The regional brain activation measures were utilized as the dependent variable, age was the independent variable, and the variance attributable to these potentially confounding variables was removed from the model.
Functionally-based ROI analyses
Because anatomic-based ROI approaches may dilute focal effects within a region or miss other brain areas with significant but unexpected effects, we followed our anatomical-ROI analyses with functional ROIs defined by the novel versus familiar contrast, and extracted % signal change from those voxels based on all versus fixation contrast maps. A functional ROI approach allowed confirmation of anatomic-ROI based analyses for novelty as well as an examination of whether inversus out-group face effects were related to novelty responsive regions. Based on the number of resolution elements in each of these regions, the significance threshold for amygdala activation was p ≤ .001 and for fusiform cortex it was p ≤ .0001. These thresholds represent an approximate smallvolume Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.
To begin, we performed a whole-brain analysis. Data were spatially normalized into Talairach space (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988 ) and a cortical surface-based spherical coordinate system Fischl et al., 1999) . For Talairach spatial normalization, procedures developed and distributed by Montreal Neurological Institute were used to compute a transformation matrix from the high-resolution MPRAGE volumes (Collins et al., 1994) . For spherical spatial normalization (software and documentation is available at http://www.nmr.mgh.harvard. edu/freesurfer), the averaged high-resolution 3D MPRAGE volume was used to create a segmentation of the gray/white matter boundary and outer cortical surface for each subject using a semi-automated procedure. This surface was then smoothed using a topology-preserving deformable surface algorithm, allowing specification of which voxels in the original volume correspond to the cortical surface.
Each participant's data were selectively averaged for each condition and re-sampled into Talairach space or spherical space for within and between-group random-effect analyses. The young and elderly groups were also examined separately for direct visual comparison of the activation patterns when relevant.
To avoid bias from sampling different sites in each group, the functionally-defined ROI analyses were performed on statistical maps for the relevant contrasts collapsed across all subjects. In a similar manner as for the anatomically-defined ROI based analyses described above, fMRI data at the sites of significant activation (i.e. amygdala, fusiform) were extracted, % signal change was calculated and entered into a repeated measure ANOVA.
Whole-brain analyses Finally, we also examined the whole-brain analysis for other areas that displayed a differential BOLD response to our contrasts of interest (novel versus familiar and the in-versus outgroup effect). For these remaining gray matter areas outside our two a priori ROIs, a significance threshold of p ≤ .00001 was used.
Cognitive, behavioral and volumetric statistical analyses
Young and elderly participant performance on neuropsychological variables, face recognition accuracy rates, as well as their valence and arousal ratings of the young and elderly faces were compared using multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) in addition to independent or paired t-tests. The volumes of the amygdala and fusiform in the young and elderly were also compared with independent t-tests.
Results
Neuropsychological, behavioral and volumetric measures
Young and elderly participants performed equally well on all measures of cognitive functioning except for delayed recall performance on the CERAD memory test (see Table 1 , second to last row). Compared to young participants, elderly participants had worse recall on average, but their performance was within the age-adjusted norms (Welsh et al., 1994) .
Valence and arousal ratings of the face stimuli were subjected to a 2 (participant age: young/elderly) by 2 (novelty: novel/familiar) by 2 (age of target face: elderly/young) MAN-OVA. Means and standard errors are presented in Table 2 . The only significant effect to emerge was a participant age by target face interaction for valence ratings, F(1,28) = 9.29, p b .005. Young participants rated elderly faces as significantly more negative (M = −.76) than young target faces (M =.30), t(14) = 3.10, p b .008. Elderly participants did not rate the young and old target faces differently, t(14) = 1.27, p b .22, but they rated elderly target faces as more positive (M = .37) than did the young participants (M = −.76), t(29) = 2.05, p b .05.
The accuracy for familiar faces, faces seen once during scanning, and faces not seen during scanning (single presentation faces) was assessed by computing the hit rate for each type of face stimulus [hits / (hits + misses) ⁎ 100]. Hit rates were subjected to a 2 (participant age: young/elderly) by 2 (age of face: young/elderly) by 3 (number of times face was seen during scanning: familiar, seen once during scanning, not Fig. 2 . Amygdala responses to novelty in the young and elderly. High resolution (A) coronal and (B) sagittal T1 weighted image demonstrating right and left amygdala anatomic ROIs in a 65 year-old male. The anatomically-defined right amygdala ROIs for each subject in each group was used to extract fMRI data for the familiar and novel conditions versus fixation (collapsed across face-age). Bar graphs show mean percent (%) fMRI signal change (versus fixation) for young (Y) and elderly (E) adults in the right (C) and left (D) amygdala. One standard error of the mean is shown. P-values indicate a significant main effect of novelty in the amygdala. There were no group × condition interactions. Left amygdala novelty effects were weaker due to greater responses to familiar faces in the elderly versus the young, but the difference between the groups was not statistically significant.
seen during scanning) ANOVA. Means and standard errors for accuracy rates are presented in Table 3 . Overall, young participants were more accurate in correctly classifying faces than were elderly participants, M = .63 versus M = .51, F(1,26) = 20.49, p b .001. All participants were significantly more accurate in identifying familiar faces than faces seen once during scanning (M = .84 versus M = .63), and they were least accurate in identifying faces never seen during scanning (M = .24), F(2,52) = 57.81, p b .001. The age of participant × age of face × face repetition during scanning interaction was significant, F(2,52) = 4.39, p b .02. The specific pattern of findings is reported in Table 3 .
We also computed the rates of recognition mistakes. Specifically, we examined the percentage of familiar faces mistakenly judged as "seen once during scanning" and the percentage of faces seen once during scanning that were mistakenly judged as "familiar." Faces judged as completely new (not seen at all during scanning) were not included in this analysis. Mean error rates are presented in Table 4 . A 2 (participant age: young/elderly) by 2 (age of face: young/elderly) by 2 (number of times face was seen during scanning: familiar, seen once during scanning) indicated that faces seen once during scanning (i.e., faces that were novel during scanning) were more likely to be mistakenly judged as familiar than vice versa, F(1,26)= 29.65, p b .001. This mistake (judging faces as familiar when they had in fact only been seen once during scanning) was stronger for elderly faces than for young faces, F(1,26) = 7.28, p b .012. Marginal mean analysis (see Table 4 ) Fig. 3 . Fusiform gyrus responses to novelty in the young and elderly. Partially inflated cortical surface group average demonstrating the right and left fusiform gyrus (Fus; yellow outline), and the group statistical maps for the novel versus familiar contrast (collapsed across all subjects) (A). The inferior surface of each hemisphere is shown. Dark gray regions are sulci. Light gray regions are gyri. The asterisk indicates where the activation extends into the right inferior temporal gyrus; on the left the activated area region is buried by the overlying fusiform gyrus. The outlines (yellow) demarcate the fusiform region utilized for the anatomic-ROI analyses (panels B, C). The group statistical maps in (A) were employed to define the sites used for functionally-based ROI analyses (panels D, E). Bar graphs show mean % fMRI signal change for the young (Y) and elderly (E) adults for the familiar and novel conditions versus fixation, resulting from anatomic (panels B,C) and functionally-based (panels D, E) ROI analyses. One standard error of the mean is shown. P-values indicate significant main effects of novelty. Group × condition interactions were only observed with functionally-based ROI analyses (panels D, E) in which the young had significantly greater fusiform cortex responses to novel versus familiar faces.
indicated that elderly participants were likely to make this recognition error for elderly faces when compared to young faces, whereas in young participants the mistake rates were in the same direction but were not significantly different. These findings suggest that during scanning, elderly participants may have experienced some of the novel faces as familiar; if this mistake had any effect at all, it would be to reduce the BOLD signal changes to novelty in the amygdala and fusiform gyrus. Nonetheless, in all analyses, we used these recognition error rates as covariate in the analyses of BOLD signal changes in amygdala and fusiform gyrus. The opposite mistake rate (judging familiar faces as novel or "seen once during scanning") was low for all participants.
The elderly had significantly smaller left and right amygdala volumes (corrected for eTIV) than the young (see Table 5 ). The fusiform volumes were also smaller in the elderly compared to the young, but this difference was not significant.
Effects of novelty in the amygdala and fusiform gyrus
All participants showed significant increases in left and right amygdala response to novel (versus familiar) faces in anatomically-defined ROI analyses (left: F(1,30) = 6.1, p b .02; right: F(1,30) = 36.5, p b .0001; Fig. 2) . Participants also showed increased activation in fusiform gyrus (left: F(1,30) = 13.1, p b .001; right: F(1,30) = 29.4, p b .0001; Fig. 3 ). Similar results were obtained for functionally-defined ROI analyses. Because elderly participants made a greater number of recognition errors for faces seen once during imaging (judging them as familiar after imaging), we performed ANCOVAs by re-running the ANOVAs but controlling for these error rates. The pattern of results was maintained, and all effects remained significant except for activity in both the structural and functional left amygdala ROIs (which continued to show the same pattern but activation levels failed to reach conventional levels of significance).
Young and elderly participants did not differ in their amygdala responses in anatomically-defined ROI analyses (left: F(1,30) = 2.3, p = .14; right: F(1,30) = 0.2, p = .70) (Fig. 2) . These results were maintained when we controlled for recognition error rates (judging as familiar the faces that were seen once during scanning). Neither did young and elderly participants differ in their fusiform gyrus responses (right: F(1,30) = 4.4, p = .44; left: F(1,30) = 2.5, p = .12) (Figs. 3B,C) . The only novelty by age of participant interactions reaching significance were in the fusiform gyrus using functionally-defined ROI analyses (Figs. 3D,  E ). These differences remained marginally significant when we controlled for recognition error rates (i.e., the likelihood of experiencing a novel face as familiar), but the pattern of findings remained the same: elderly participants showed increased fusiform activity to novel versus familiar stimuli; this differential activity was even greater for young participants. Whole-brain within group analyses (i.e. examination of each group separately) confirmed the results of the anatomically and functionally-defined ROI analyses of the amygdala and fusiform gyrus (Fig. 4) . Whole-brain between-group analyses also confirmed the absence of the novelty × participant age interactions in the amygdala, and suggested their presence in the fusiform gyrus (not shown).
Effects of target face-age in the amygdala and fusiform gyrus
Anatomically-defined ROI analyses revealed a significant participant age × target face-age interaction in the right amygdala (F(1,30) = 6.0, p b .02; (Figs. 5A,B) . Elderly participants had a significantly larger amygdala response to elderly target faces when compared to young target faces (i.e., greater amygdala response to age-defined in-group versus out-group faces), (t(15) = 2.0, p b .05), and these effects continued to be statistically significant when we controlled for recognition error rates. Functionally-defined ROI analyses yielded similar results in the right amygdala (F(1,30) = 7.165, p = .01). A similar but non-significant in-versus out-group face effect was observed in the young adults (t(15) = 1.5, p b .16). There were no significant participant age × target face-age interactions in the left amygdala (for both anatomically-and functionallydefined ROI analyses, F(1,30) = 0, p b 1). To confirm the hemispheric specificity of this finding, we performed a direct comparison of the right and left amygdala in an additional ANOVA and found a significant hemisphere × face target age × participant age interaction (F(1,30) = 6.36, p b .017). Whole-brain voxel-based analyses of participant in-versus out-group effects confirmed these effects in the right amygdala (Fig. 5B) . Both anatomically-and functionally-defined ROI analyses showed no significant participant age × target face-age interactions in either the left or right fusiform gyrus.
Comparing novelty and age-defined in-group effects in the amygdala
We hypothesized that novelty may be responsible for the in-(versus out-) group effects within the amygdala. To assess this, we performed a formal comparison of the novelty and facegroup effects in the amygdala. The novelty effect was observed as diffuse, bilateral amygdala activation. The extent of activation spread from the anterior to posterior limit in both amygdalae, with the peak activation localized to the right amygdala (Talairach coordinates: x =24, y = −3, z = −13, p b .000001). The ingroup (versus out-group) effect was partially overlapping with the novelty effect, but encompassed a more restricted region of the right amygdala only, with a peak activation (Talairach coordinates: x =24, y = −8, z = −10; p b .0003) that was slightly posterior and superior to that found for the novelty effect.
We also created a functionally-defined ROI-based on the peak voxels generated from the in-group (versus out-group) contrast to assess whether voxels preferentially responsive to group status were also responsive to novelty. A 2 (participant age: young/elderly) by 2 (novelty of face: novel/familiar) by 2 (face-age: young/elderly) revealed a main effect of novelty (F(1,30) = 31.3, p = b .05), indicating that both groups of participants activated to novel (versus familiar) stimuli in those voxels that were also preferentially active to the in-group (versus out-group) contrast.
Other effects and interactions in the amygdala and fusiform gyrus
Anatomically-defined ROI analyses demonstrated no significant main effects of participant age for overall face responses in the amygdala (left: F(1,30) = 1.3, p b .28; right: F(1,30) = 0.08, p b .78) or fusiform gyrus (left: F(1,30) = 1.3, p b .27; right: F(1,30) = 0.01, p b .92), indicating that activation averaged across stimulus type was similar in young and elderly participants. There were no significant novelty × target face-age or novelty × target face-age × participant age interactions (all p N .1). Separate ANOVAs examining the effects of gender demonstrated no significant main effects or interactions in the amygdala (all p N .1) or fusiform (all p N .2). Functionally-defined ROI analyses gave similar results.
Effects of neuropsychological variable group differences on novelty and in-group face effects
Variables with significant groups differences (Tables 1 and 5) were utilized as covariates in multiple regression analyses to Fig. 5 . Face-age and age in-group effects in the right amygdala. The bar graph in (A) shows right amygdala mean percent (%) fMRI signal change during viewing of young and elderly faces (versus fixation) for the young (Y) and elderly (E) study subjects. One standard error of the mean is shown. P-value indicates a significant face-age × group interaction due to greater amygdala responses to age in-group versus out-group faces. The statistical map superimposed upon a T1-weighted coronal group average structural image in (B) confirms and localizes the face-age in-versus out-group effect in the superior right amygdala across all subjects (coordinates: x =24, y = −8, z = −10: P-valueb .0003).
assess their influences on our main results. The amygdala novelty and target face-age effects remained the same after statistically controlling for the variance contributed by CERAD delayed memory scores, valence ratings and amygdala volume. Likewise, the effect of aging on fusiform gyrus novelty responses remained significant after accounting for the group differences in these variables.
Post-hoc whole-brain analyses for novelty and target face-age effects
The only additional regions that met the whole-brain statistical threshold for the novel versus familiar faces contrast were the left (approx. Brodmann Area 37; Talairach coordinates: x = − 41, y = − 56, z = − 17; peak P-value b 10 − 7 ) and right (approx. Brodmann Area 37; x = 50, y = − 53, z = − 13; P b 10 − 9 ) inferior temporal gyrus. These regions were contiguous with the activations in the fusiform gyrus (see Fig. 3A ). No regions exhibited significant novelty × participant age interactions at the whole-brain level. There were also no additional significant target face-age effects, participant age × target face-age interactions, or age-related in-group versus out-group effects across all subjects in the whole-brain analyses.
Discussion
This study contributes two important new findings. First, both young and elderly participants responded similarly to novel neutral faces, indicating that amygdala responses to novelty are generally preserved with aging. This was also generally true for fusiform gyrus responses, but to a lesser extent. Second, when participants and face stimuli were grouped by age, elderly participants showed a right amygdala in-group response, suggesting a greater sensitivity to the information carried in the faces of others their own age. No statistically significant in-group effect was observed in the young participants.
Amygdala novelty responses and aging
Our findings build on prior studies indicating that the amygdala responds to stimuli of potential value, whether valenced or novel (Wilson and Rolls, 1993; Dubois et al., 1999; Schwartz et al., 2003; Wright et al., 2003 Wright et al., , 2006a . The novelty response we observed in this study is consistent with the idea that the amygdala tags a sensory representation when its predictive value is uncertain, and creates a behavioral stance that prioritizes additional processing, to allow the organism to better learn whether this sensory pattern (i.e., the stimulus) predicts a threat or a reward (Barrett et al., 2007; Rolls, 1992 , Amaral, 2003 . This more basic function may support a host of other psychological phenomena, including establishing the affective meaning of the stimulus, or it may itself be considered as a property of affective perception. In either case, amygdala novelty responses may represent one aspect of the orienting response to new stimuli in the environment. That is, the amygdala is likely important in recognizing new stimuli of as yet undetermined worth, so that the appropriate attentional resources can be marshaled to conclude whether or not the novel stimulus is of harm or benefit to the organism (Wright et al., 2001) . We found that amygdala novelty responses are preserved with age, suggesting that the amygdala's role in learning about the predictive value of a stimulus is maintained across the lifespan.
Aging effects on fusiform gyrus novelty responses
Although there were significant novelty responses in the fusiform gyrus that did not differ between groups when an anatomic-based ROI approach was used, significant differences between groups were present when the most novelty active regions (using functional activation based ROIs) were analyzed, such that elderly participants showed a stronger fusiform response to novel (versus familiar) faces, but this difference was enhanced for young participants. Other studies using a variety of stimulus types and experimental paradigms have also demonstrated decreased or less selective patterns of activation in the fusiform and other visual association cortices with aging, suggesting that this decrement in fusiform response is a general age-related phenomenon (Iidaka et al., 2001; Iidaka et al., 2002; Gunning-Dixon et al., 2003; Park et al., 2004; Tessitore et al., 2005; Wright et al., 2006a) .
Of note, a previous study, in which novelty and emotion were assessed together (Wright et al., 2006a) , demonstrated greater fusiform gyrus activation to the novel emotion versus familiar neutral contrast in young as compared to elderly participants, as well as greater responses to all face conditions (i.e., a group main effect for all faces). This suggests that the presence of emotion in that paradigm may have influenced fusiform responses leading to stronger effects across all stimuli. However, future studies in which novelty and emotion can be fully dissociated in the same experiment are necessary to accurately understand the interactions between these stimulus features.
Possible sources of the amygdala in-group face-age response Our study clearly demonstrates that it is important to consider the age group membership of target stimuli when comparing neural responses across different age groups. Initial neuroimaging findings of group membership effects based on race suggested greater amygdala activation to race out-versus in-group faces (Hart et al., 2000; Phelps et al., 2000) . In those studies, European-American subjects had greater amygdala responses during viewing of African-American versus European-American target faces. One explanation for that amygdala activation to race out-group faces is that such faces are more novel than race in-group faces because people tend to have more exposure and experience with in-group compared to out-group members. Consistent with this view, EuropeanAmerican perceivers have larger cardiovascular threat responses to race-defined out-group members when they have little experience with a target person (Blascovich et al., 2001 ), or when they are uncertain as to what to expect from the target (Mendes et al., 2007) .
The current results suggest that novelty may not be the driving force in the age-defined in-group effect that we observed in elderly participants. The novelty and in-group face effects were largely overlapping (with novelty effects involving much larger areas of the bilateral amygdala, but the ingroup effects in only a restricted part of the right amygdala) which might, at first glance, suggest that the two effects are related in some way. Yet, the peak voxels for each effect were somewhat different, suggesting that there are two partially overlapping sets of neurons in the right amygdala that differentially respond to these two stimulus features. The limited anatomic resolution of fMRI data makes deciding between these alternative interpretations difficult. Furthermore, this pattern of findings may just as likely indicate that a subpopulation of neurons in novelty responsive areas are also responsive to in-group face stimuli; or that there are two partially overlapping sets of neurons in the right amygdala that differentially respond to these two stimulus features. In addition, there are other considerations that line up against a novelty interpretation of the in-group face effect in elderly participants. The in-group effect held in elderly participants even when we statistically controlled for their higher recognition errors in judging novel faces as familiar, and their rates of judging familiar faces as novel (seen once during imaging) was low. Taken together, the findings indicate that a simple tendency to judge familiar elderly faces as novel was not a strong contributing factor to their stronger amygdala responses to elderly faces.
Further research is needed to clarify the mechanisms driving the age-based in-group effect that we observed. Nonetheless, we can rule out several additional interpretations of our amygdala-age in-group effects. First, it was not the case that participants found members of their own group either more or less pleasant. Although the young participants rated in-group target faces more positively than out-group target faces, elderly participants did not. In addition, when the relevant valence ratings were entered into control regression analyses, the target face-age effects remained significant. A second possibility is that in-group faces were prioritized for sensory processing because they were more important or self-relevant to them (in a valence-independent manner). Appraisal models of emotion propose that self-relevant (also called motivational relevant) stimuli attract attention and set the stage for hedonic processing and other meaning analysis in which emotion is grounded (Ellsworth and Scherer, 2003) . Elderly people may have a social network that is populated more by other elderly individuals, such that they may be impacted more by the behaviors of their age-related in-group. This would make elderly targets of more interest and more relevant to the concerns of daily life. We favor this hypothesis, but recognize that more in-depth brainbehavior analyses are necessary to understand the neuropsychological underpinnings of the amygdala-age group membership effects of this initial study.
Strengths and potential weaknesses
This study has several strengths. The young and elderly participants were well characterized according to cognitive and personality measures, and were psychiatrically healthy according to a DSM-IV SCID. The presence of similar results using both structural and functional ROI analysis supports the integrity of the between-group comparisons in setting of potentially confounding effects of age-related atrophy or brain shape changes. Likewise, the patterns and regions of activation are highly similar to our earlier studies, indicating the reproducibility of these findings in aging. In addition, this work confirms that the amygdala of the elderly robustly responds to human faces in specific experimental settings (e.g., novelty and age in-group), but not others (Iidaka et al., 2002; Gunning-Dixon et al., 2003; Fischer et al., 2005; Tessitore et al., 2005; Williams et al., 2006) .
Potential study limitations include that the study design as cross sectional and involving only two age groups. Therefore, as with many imaging studies on aging, the results could be due to cohort or generational effects as opposed to age per se. It also remains uncertain how novelty and target face-age group membership processing may be different in middle age. Additional studies using a longitudinal design and including a wider range of ages will be necessary to address these issues. Furthermore, there were several differences between the young and elderly with regard to memory performance and subjective face ratings, but the significance of these differences is unclear. It is possible that altered memory function, brain atrophy, or different subjective experiences could have led to some of the results, as opposed to effects of age. However, in control regression analyses there were no apparent moderating influences of these factors on our significant main effects or interactions of interest. Nevertheless, caution is still warranted as our sample size is relatively small for the application of regression techniques. In addition, there may be certain weaker age-related effects that did not reach statistical significance due to the modest number of subjects in this study. For example, novelty responses in the left amygdala of the elderly adults appear weaker than in the young adults, but this result was not significant despite being a reproducible pattern from two earlier studies (Wright et al., 2006b ). Finally, as in previous experiments, this paradigm used passive viewing and did not provide behavioral data during scanning. However, subjects were monitored between each run for wakefulness and the variance in the face recognition measures gathered did not accounted for the effects in control analyses.
